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ABSTRACT.
The existence of continuous selections is proved for a class of weakly Hausdorff lower semicontinuous multifunctions.
1. Let X be a topological space and let 7 be a normed space with norm | • |.
Let 2Y be the collection of all nonempty subsets of Y. Set C(7) = {A G 2Y | A Let F: X -> 2Y. Let e > 0. A function /: X -* Y satisfying fix) G F(x) (resp., fix) G Fix) + sS) for every x G X is called a selection (resp., e-selection) of F. A multifunction F:X -► 2Y is called almost lower semicontinuous (a-l.s.c.)-see [2] -iff for every xn G X and for every e > 0 there is a neighborhood U of xn such that f]{Fix) + sS | x G U} ¿0.
In [2] it is proved that a multifunction F:X -► C(Y) is a-l.s.c. iff F admits continuous e-selections for each e > 0. The example below shows that there exist multifunctions with nonempty convex closed values which are a-l.s.c. and do not admit continuous selections. Another example of this type is also contained in [2] . of xo such that (6) Sifnixi),£n-i) C Sifnix2),en-i) + oS for each xi,x2 GV.
Since F is Hw-l.s.c. at xo, there are a neighborhood U of xo ([/ C V') and a point
x' G U such that (7) Fix') C Fix) + oS for each xGU.
By virtue of (7), (6) and (5) we have 
